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IBS Dynamic Ancillary
Personalization Engine

Passengers
do not want to be

sold anymore
They want to be

bought instead!
Passenger’s Dilemma
Ancillaries hold a special place in making the travel
experience more desirable for passengers. However, they
need to get access to the most relevant ancillaries to
ensure a delightful experience every time during booking.
They wouldn’t be pleased to pay for an irrelevant ancillary
option. Maturity levels for personalization in the system
are determined with the following passenger questions.

Do I get more options on
products which are more
relevant to me at
this point in time?
Am I getting this ancillary at
the right price?
Which is the best offer
I can avail?
Why am I seeing options that
are not relevant to me?
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Airline’s Challenge
For airlines, leveraging existing data to understand target
customer behavior and effectively recommend the most
relevant ancillaries at the right price for them is crucial.
Legacy platforms, manual calculations of dynamic pricing
and ﬁxed pricing methods hamper the roll-out of a
personalized experience in travel for passengers by
airlines on par with what they experience in other sectors
like retail.

Which is the best pricing
strategy to adopt?
How to overcome Fixed
Pricing and adopt true
dynamic pricing?
How to solve lack of
personalization?
How to improve Customer
Experience?

The problem for the airline - addressing the Customer’s dilemma, while ensuring robust revenue streams is a
jigsaw puzzle. The 2 pieces needed to complete the puzzle are “Pricing” and “Recommendation”.
Most airlines know this to an extent, but have not been successful in solving the puzzle.

Pricing
Recommendation

iDAP prices the ancillaries
dynamically based on product,
passenger and ﬂight attributes,
combined with real time demand
and then further optimizes it using
feedback loops, thereby improving
revenue.

iDAP recommends the
right ancillaries to
passengers, based on
attributes like past
purchase behaviour and
the current context
consequently
generating demand.

The key to solve the puzzle lies in the fact that both “Pricing” and “Recommendation” are puzzles in
themselves with 2 pieces each : “Willingness to Buy” and “Willingness to Pay/Accept”. One piece alone
cannot solve the puzzle.

Willingness to Buy

Willingness to Pay/Accept

Ÿ

Calculated using
Segmentation

Ÿ

Associated with Optimization

Ÿ

Ÿ

Based on historic data /
past behavior

Based on transactional and
behavioral feedback

Ÿ

Ÿ

Utilizes liking, buying
pattern etc.

More towards judging the
perceived value
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AEQ

iDAP is a state of the art AI engine built using robust
machine learning algorithms and NDC standards which
can help airlines solve the puzzle - offering the right
ancillary to the right customer at the right price
The Brain or the intelligence within iDAP that solves this puzzle is the
“AEQ” Airline Experience Quotient.
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Introducing
Airline Experience Quotient (AEQ)
AEQ is the intelligence within iDAP engine that enables it to
simplify Pricing and Recommendation. It abstracts
complexities involved in recommending the right ancillary to
the right customer at the right price, by breaking it down into
numerical factors - “Willingness to Buy” and “Willingness to
Pay/Accept”.
The power of AEQ lies in the fact that it can assume its form
based on context. For example, on one hand it can assume
the form of a stand alone “Reinforcement based AEQ” in
case the airline has no precedence of ancillary sales and is
not in a position to stream the real time context (load factor
etc.) to the engine. And on the other hand, it can be
extremely powerful when it has access to historic data, and
real time context, complete with self-learning capability.
In both cases, the iDAP engine can solve the puzzle by
computing the “Willingness to Buy” and “Willingness to
Pay/Accept”, however the relative effectiveness may vary, as
AEQ is always more robust when it has access to historic data
and real time information.

Derivation of Intelligence
(AEQ) in iDAP
iDAP can derive intelligence (AEQ) in various contexts as described
above. iDAP works even for airlines without precedence of
ancillary sales information (Zero data start).
Applicable AEQ format

Zero
data start

Historic data
availability

Online (demand)
data availability

Reinforcement based AEQ

Historic Context AEQ

Historic Context AEQ +
Reinforcement

Online Context AEQ

Online Context AEQ +
Reinforcement

Historic + Online Context AEQ

Historic + Online Context AEQ +
Reinforcement
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How iDAP Works
Attaining sustainable personalization system using continuous feedback loop
Dynamic Pricing
Destination

$19.99

Purpose of
Travel

$14.99

$9.99

Demographic
$19.99

AEQ

$9.99

Willingness
to Buy

Willingness to
Pay/Accept
Recommendation

Flight
Attributes

1

Product
Attributes
Airline Systems
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iDAP Functional View
Preferences

DAP

Feedbacks

Dynamic
Pricing

iDAP Cockpit
Location
Monitor

Conﬁgure

Simulate

Business Rules

Emotions
Smart Data Science Platform
Online
Behaviour

Cluster

Extended
Business Layer
API

Recommendation

Predict

Recommend

Social
Behaviour
Internal Systems

Loyalty
Customer
Insights

Enterprise
Data Lake
and Services

Streaming
Platform

PSS

Loyalty

CRM

RMS
*AEQ: Airline
Experience Quotient
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iDAP Cockpit
Being an intelligent solution built on AI and ML algorithms, it
is essential to deﬁne the boundaries in which iDAP operates.
A controlling and gating mechanism comes out of the box
which helps the revenue manager to retain the ﬁnal control
over pricing without having to compromise on exploring
every price point available on the market.

iDAP cockpit is a sophisticated UI
that allows revenue managers to
control the solution through these
state of the art functions:

Monitoring
We offer extensive analytical visualization capability in the
form of reports and dashboards. This enables the user to
gather ancillary insights as well as keep track of performance
and revenue KPIs.

Conﬁguration
iDAP allows the airline to conﬁgure a wide range of
parameters like min/max of ancillary prices for each route
and adjust weights used within algorithms among many
others. The module has options to compare, simulate and
conﬁgure various parameters for Machine Learning models
for Dynamic Price Calculation.

Simulation
Simulation screens within iDAP helps the airline revenue
manager to test and understand the behaviour of various
conﬁgurations, before applying it to a live environment.

Rule Engine
iDAP’s robust Rule Engine sets various control parameters for
the system like minimum and maximum values of seat
ancillary prices, fare class, fare price etc. Rule engine helps
the airline Revenue Managers achieve the associated rules
with KPIs and metrics that offer a transparent view of
revenues through multiple dimensions.
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iDAP Smart Data
Science Platform
iDAP has its algorithms and machine-learning models
that derive pricing and recommendation intelligence.
These dynamic pricing and recommendation models
leverage the Machine Learning concepts of clustering,
classiﬁcation and forecasting. iDAP is also capable of
calculating ancillary prices for each separately and in
accordance to the seat categories.
The dynamic pricing model ﬁnds an optimal price for
ancillaries based on the customer’s ‘willingness to pay'
by exploring their prior purchase behaviour and by
using the price elasticity of demand.
iDAP’s automated self-learning system performs
demand forecasting and prediction with price
variations and also to arrive at the right ancillary
recommendations. This empowers the airlines to make
strategic and optimization decisions and apply them
using a combination of reports and rule conﬁgurations.

iDAP Extended Business Layer
Extended Business Layer (EBL) handles the domain
integration using NDC APIs. The EBL supports load balancing
and is capable of handling peak-time trafﬁc. This allows the
consumers to get the intelligence extracted from the
dynamic pricing module in a more modular fashion and
offers high level of customisation options.

Integrating iDAP to other systems is seamless as it offers NDC
standard APIs along with a REST endpoint. The solution
comes readily integrated with iFly Res PSS and its IBE.

IBE

iDAP REST API

OfferPriceRS (NDC)
OfferPriceRQ (NDC)

iDAP EBL

Schedule Info

PSS

L/B, Inventory, Context Info

iDAP REST API

Partners, GDS, OTA, Other
Channels
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Features that Unlock the Next Level

Price
Optimization
Equipped with reinforced
pricing algorithms to
optimize the price as per
demand

Open Gateway with
NDC Support
Offers NDC standard APIs for
Dynamic price and
recommendations. REST end
point is the alternate support

SaaS
for better ROI

Smart Data
Science Platform

Built using cloud native
yet cloud agnostic
technologies and
optimized for cost of
ownership

Allows quick and easy
build/customization of
complex algorithms. Options
to compare, simulate, A/B
test and Auto deploy ML
Models

Travel Domain
Online
Demand Context

Fine crafted with decades of
airline ancillary/offer
management expertise

Enrich the prediction of
the PAXs perceived value
of ancillary based on
current demand

Amplify ancillary sales with
the powerful combo of iFly
Res PSS and iDAP features
including feedback loop
for the offer

Engineered
to Scale
Engineered to scale on the
application side (using microservices), as well as on the data
side (using data lake)
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iFly Res
Integration

Historic
Data Context
Derive intellegence (AEQ)
from product, ﬂight and PAX
attributes using ML

Wine
iPAD on ﬂight

Xtra Leg Seat

Wine
Extra Baggage
Champagne Right Product
Fast Track Boarding Fare Price
Personalisation Price Intelligence
NDC

Wi-Fi access NDC

Right Time Champagne
Extra Baggage Fare Price
Travel
Leisure
Retail
REST

AEQ
Right Time

Experience

Trust
Dynamic Pricing REST

Offer

AEQ

NDC

Price Intelligence Airline

Revenue Pricing Solutions
Fast Track Boarding Wi-Fi access Xtra Leg Seat
Optimisation Right Product
Personalisation Extra Baggage VR Goggles on ﬂight Right Customer
Experience
Champagne iPAD on ﬂight Trust Ancillary Revenue Fast Track Boarding
Price Intelligence Right Product Loyalty Customer Segmentation
Pricing Solutions Customer Experience
Happy Customer
Wine
NDC

Recommendation

Recommendation Bundling Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Fare Price Right Time VR Goggles on ﬂight
Dynamic Pricing AEQ Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Right Customer Revenue Optimisation
AEQ Bundling REST Fare Price Xtra Leg Seat
Customer Segmentation
Offer Wi-Fi access
Right Product Extra Baggage
Ancillary Revenue
Wine
Customer Experience Champagne VR Goggles on ﬂight Revenue
Happy Customer Trust Right Time Pricing Solutions iPAD on ﬂight
Offer Ancillary Revenue
Airline Right Customer
Airline Fast Track Boarding
Travel
Customer Segmentation
Personalisation
NDC
Leisure
Customer Experience
Dynamic Pricing
Retail Experience
Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Optimisation Revenue Experience Leisure
VR Goggles on ﬂight
Loyalty Trust Price Intelligence
Wi-Fi access Airline
Bundling Recommendation
Ancillary Revenue
REST Happy Customer
Recommendation
Loyalty Revenue
Pricing Solutions
Right Customer
Travel Optimisation
Retail Happy Customer
iPAD on ﬂight
Dynamic Pricing
AEQ
Xtra Leg Seat
Loyalty Trust
Right Product
Offer Airline
Airline Trust
Travel NDC
Bundling
Champagne
Leisure
Right Product
NDC
Experience
Retail

Personalisation

NDC
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About IBS Software
IBS Software is a leading SaaS solutions provider to the travel industry globally, managing mission-critical operations for
customers in the aviation, tour & cruise and hospitality industries. IBS Software's solutions for the aviation industry cover fleet &
crew operations, aircraft maintenance, passenger services, loyalty programs, staff travel and air-cargo management.
IBS Software also runs a real time B2B and B2C distribution platform providing hotel room inventory, rates and availability to a
global network of hospitality companies and channels. For the tour and cruise industry, IBS provides a comprehensive,
customer-centric, digital platform that covers onshore, online and on-board solutions. IBS Software is a Blackstone portfolio
company and operates from 15 offices across the world.
Further information can be found at https://www.ibsplc.com
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